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Abstract

Systems of semantic categories vary across languages, and it
has been proposed that this variation is constrained by a need
for efficiency in communication. An important element of ef-
ficiency is communicative need, or how often a particular ob-
ject needs to be referenced. Previous work has sometimes as-
sumed for simplicity that the distribution of need over objects
in a semantic domain does not vary across languages or cul-
tures. Here, we explore culture-specific need as it relates to
the kinship terminologies of Hindi and English. We assess
the efficiency of each language’s kin naming system under a
variety of need distributions, including one based on that lan-
guage’s usage statistics, one based on the other language’s us-
age statistics, and random permutations of each of those two
distributions. Our results suggest that kinship terminologies
reflect culture-specific communicative need.
Keywords: kinship; semantic categories; communicative
need; efficient communication; language and culture

Introduction
Systems of semantic categories exhibit wide yet constrained
variation across languages, and it has been argued that this
pattern reflects a drive for efficient communication. On this
view, languages generally, and semantic systems in particu-
lar, are under functional pressure to be both simple and infor-
mative, and the different semantic systems that are found in
the world’s languages represent different ways to efficiently
trade these two desiderata off against each other (e.g. Zipf,
1949; Rosch, 1978; Haspelmath, 1999; Kemp et al., 2018). A
maximally simple semantic system for a given domain (e.g.
color, or number, or kinship) will have a single category cov-
ering the entire domain, and as a result the system as a whole
will not be informative: knowing the category name will give
no information about which specific object within the domain
is intended. In a maximally informative system, in contrast,
there will be a separate name for each object, so knowing an
object’s name will identify the referent precisely – but this
will require many categories, and such a system will there-
fore be complex, not simple. An efficient way to navigate
this tension is to have small, precise categories only in parts
of semantic space with high communicative need – that is,
parts of space that frequently need to be referenced – and
fewer, broader categories elsewhere. That way, the system
will support informative communication most of the time,
at the price of only modest complexity. On this view, one
should expect to find narrow, informative categories in high-
need (frequently referenced) parts of semantic space.

Some previous studies (e.g. Kemp & Regier, 2012; Xu et
al., 2016, 2020) have made the simplifying assumption that
the distribution of communicative need over objects in a do-
main will be the same distribution for different languages.
This assumption is grounded in the expectation that there are
universal aspects of communicative need, reflecting univer-
sal tendencies of human thought and interest. However, it
seems likely that there will also be culturally-specific aspects
of communicative need. The reasoning laid out above pre-
dicts that if need does vary across cultures, that should pro-
duce corresponding variation in the semantic systems of lan-
guages spoken in those cultures. This is an idea with both a
long history (Boas, 1911; Whorf, 1956) and some recent ev-
idence supporting it (e.g. Regier et al., 2016; Gibson et al.,
2017; Winter et al., 2018; Twomey et al., 2021).

Here, we consider this idea specifically in the domain of
kinship. This domain suggests itself for two reasons. First,
it has been claimed that kin terminologies correlate with
characteristics of local social structure (e.g. Murdock, 1949;
D’Andrade, 1971, but see also Guillon & Mace, 2016; Pass-
more & Jordan, 2020). When such correlations do exist, they
could plausibly be mediated by culture-specific communica-
tive need. Second, kinship is a semantic domain that has been
analyzed in terms of efficiency (Kemp & Regier, 2012), but
that earlier work provisionally assumed a universal need dis-
tribution. Here, we explore the efficiency of kinship termi-
nologies under culture-specific need.

In what follows, we first briefly summarize the study of
Kemp and Regier (2012), on which we build. We then present
our own study, which compares kin naming in Hindi and En-
glish, in light of need distributions derived from corpora of
those two languages, and variants of those two need distri-
butions. To preview our results, we find that the Hindi and
English kin terminologies are more efficient when assessed
under their own native need distributions than under the need
distribution of the other language, or under most random per-
mutations of either language’s need distribution. We con-
clude that each language’s kin naming system appears to re-
flect culturally-specific patterns of communicative need.

The study of Kemp and Regier (2012)
Kemp and Regier (2012) proposed that kinship terminologies
across languages achieve a near-optimal tradeoff between in-
formativeness and simplicity. For a given kin type i (an object



in the domain, e.g. one’s mother’s older brother), they used
the notation pi to denote the probability of needing to refer to
that kin type, and they called this measure of communicative
need the need probability of that kin type. They also used
the notation zi to denote the category name used to refer to
that kin type in a given kin terminology, e.g. uncle in English.
They then defined the communicative cost of referring to a
specific kin type i using kin term zi as the surprisal associated
with kin type i given kin term zi:

ci =− log2

(
pi

∑z j=zi p j

)
(1)

Here, j ranges over those kin types that have the same kin
term as i (e.g. over all uncles), so the fraction inside the log is
the probability that the speaker intended kin type i rather than
some other kin type with the same kin term as i. They then
took the communicative cost for the kin terminology (naming
system) as a whole to be:

C =
n

∑
i=1

pici (2)

where n is the number of kin types in the domain – this is
the expected cost over all kin types, weighted by need. They
took a kin terminology to be informative to the extent that it
exhibits low communicative cost C. They defined the com-
plexity of a system to be the length of its description in a rep-
resentation language based on primitives such as PARENT(·)
and FEMALE(·), and took a kin terminology to be simple to
the extent that it exhibits low complexity. Finally, they took
a kin terminology to be efficient to the extent that it is as in-
formative as possible for its level of simplicity, and as simple
as possible for its level of informativeness — i.e. to the ex-
tent that it lies along the Pareto frontier defined by these two
dimensions. They calculated communicative cost and com-
plexity for the kinship terminologies of 487 languages from
a dataset compiled by Murdock (1970), and for a large set of
hypothetical kinship systems intended to cover most of the
space of possible systems. They found that the systems in
Murdock’s data lay near the Pareto frontier of possible sys-
tems, as shown in Figure 1, and thus tended to be efficient.

Kemp and Regier (2012) based their need distribution pi on
corpus frequencies for kin terms in English and German (see
also Rácz et al., 2019 for a study of kin term frequency across
a larger set of Indo-European languages). The need distribu-
tions for those two languages were found to be similar to each
other, and were combined to yield a presumptively universal
need distribution. As noted above, there are reasons to expect
universal tendencies in need, and Kemp and Regier (2012)’s
assumption of universality in need helped to make sense of
the cross-language variation in attested kin terminologies, as
seen in Figure 1. Their presumptively universal need distri-
bution also helped to explain specific markedness constraints
for kinship proposed by Greenberg (1990), in terms compati-
ble with Greenberg’s own reasoning. At the same time, Kemp

Figure 1: Communicative cost vs. complexity for a large set
of hypothetical kinship systems (gray) and attested systems
(black). Attested systems lie near the Pareto frontier. From
Kemp and Regier (2012).

and Regier (2012) noted that need distributions could in prin-
ciple vary across cultures, reflecting the fact that “different
cultures impose different communicative requirements” (p.
1051) — and that naming systems could vary accordingly.

Methods
We wished to test this idea. To do so, we considered the kin-
ship terminologies of Hindi and English, illustrated in Figure
2. Hindi was chosen because it is the native language of the
first author, and English is convenient as a point of compar-
ison. The Hindi naming system was contributed by the first
author and double-checked against Shapiro (1989), and the
English system was adopted from Kemp and Regier (2012).
It can be seen that the two systems differ, and we draw at-
tention to two points in particular. First, the Hindi system is
finer-grained than that of English. For example, Hindi has
distinct terms for the mother’s mother vs. the father’s mother,
whereas English has a single term, grandmother. Similarly,
Hindi has distinct terms for a younger sister vs. an older sister,
whereas English has a single term, sister. Second, the Hindi
system is also asymmetric in a way that the English system
is not: Hindi has separate kin terms for the father’s elder vs.
younger brother, but has the same kin term for the mother’s
elder vs. younger brother. We wished to assess whether these
differences in naming could be explained by differences in
communicative need across the two languages.

We reasoned as follows. The efficiency view predicts finer-
grained categories for regions of higher communicative need.
This leads to two separate predictions, one at the level of the
semantic domain of kinship as a whole, and the other at the
level of specific objects (kin types) within this domain.

• At the level of the semantic domain of kinship taken as a
whole, and considered as a subpart of the lexicon, the finer
semantic grain of the Hindi kinship terminology predicts



Hindi

FBe

ZyS ZeSByS

DS SD SSDD

नाना (Maternal Grandfather)

चाचा (Younger Paternal Uncle)

नानी (Maternal Grandmother)

दादी (Paternal Grandmother)

दादा (Paternal Grandfather)

मासी/मौसी(Maternal Aunt)

मामा (Maternal Uncle)

मम्मी/माँ (Mother)

पापा/पता (Father) 

बआु (Paternal Aunt)

ताऊ/बड़ ेपापा (Older Paternal Uncle)

(छोटी) बहन (Younger Sister)

दीदी/बड़ी बहन (Older Sister)

भयैा/बड़ा भाई (Older Brother)

(छोटा) भाई (Younger Brother)

 भांजी (Sister’s Daughter)

भांजा (Sister’s Son)

भतीजी (Brother’s Daughter)

भतीजा (Brother’s Son)

बेटी/पतु्री (Daughter)

बेटा/पतु्र (Son)

नतनी/नातन (Daughter’s Daughter)

नाती (Daughter’s Son)

पोती (Son’s Daughter)

पोता (Son’s Son)

BeS

English

Grandmother

Grandfather

Aunt

Uncle

Mother

Father

Sister

Brother

Niece

Nephew

Daughter

Son

Granddaughter

Grandson

Figure 2: Kinship terminologies of Hindi (left) and English (right), in both cases relative to a woman named Alice; each
language’s kin terminology is unaffected by the gender of ego. Each node in the tree is a kin type; these are designated by
combinations of M (mother), F (father), D (daughter), S (son), Z (sister), B (brother), e (elder), and y (younger), such that for
example MBy designates the mother’s younger brother. Colors denote the extension of kin terms, as shown in each legend.

that kin terms will constitute a greater proportion of Hindi
language use than they will of English language use.

• At the level of specific kin types within the kinship domain,
if naming reflects culture-specific need distributions over
the family tree, we would expect each language’s (Hindi,
English) kinship terminology to “fit” a need distribution
derived from the statistics of that language’s usage. That
is, a language’s kinship terminology should be more in-
formative when assessed under a need distribution derived
from that language’s usage, rather than the other language’s
usage, and rather than under a wide range of hypothetical
need distributions.

Materials
We sought comparable corpora for Hindi and English. There
are fewer corpora available for Hindi than for English, so
Hindi placed stronger constraints on our search for corpora.
We settled on a web-scraped corpus for each language. While
this choice was driven in large part by availability, web-
scraped corpora also capture a broad range of registers of
speech, and therefore seem potentially more appropriate than
corpora based solely on relatively formal registers such as
news or Wikipedia. Specifically, for Hindi we used the
2015 1-million-sentence web-scraped Hindi corpus1 from the
Leipzig Corpora Collection (Goldhahn, Eckart, & Quasthoff,
2012), and for English we consulted the iWeb corpus, an En-
glish web-scraped corpus from 2017 containing 14 billion
words.2

Procedure
We tokenized the Hindi corpus using code the first author
wrote for this purpose. The English corpus was already to-

1https://wortschatz.uni-leipzig.de/en/download/Hindi
2https://www.english-corpora.org/iweb/

kenized. We then counted the number of occurrences of each
kin term in each language.3 On this basis we computed, for
each language, the proportion of all word tokens in the cor-
pus that were kin terms – this is a measure of the prominence
of kin terms in that language’s usage. We also computed,
for each language, a need probability distribution p over kin
types, as follows. We first calculated a need probability dis-
tribution over kin terms, based on relative frequency of kin
terms, i.e. the frequency of each kin term in the language di-
vided by the summed frequency of all kin terms in the lan-
guage. Then, in those cases in which a kin term is used
to name more than one kin type (e.g. English grandmother
names both maternal and paternal grandmothers), we dis-
tributed the probability mass corresponding to that kin term
uniformly over the kin types it names (Kemp & Regier, 2012,
cf. Zaslavsky et al., 2019). We also produced 10,000 hy-
pothetical variants of each language’s need distribution p by
randomly permuting the need probabilities pi over kin types.

Finally, we calculated the communicative cost C (Equation
2) for each of the two languages (Hindi, English) under four
conditions: (1) using that language’s need distribution; (2)
using the hypothetical variants of that language’s need distri-
bution; (3) using the other language’s need distribution; (4)
using the hypothetical variants of the other language’s need
distribution.

Results
Need probability
We found that the proportion of word tokens that are kin terms
is greater in Hindi (2312 occurrences of kin terms per million

3Kemp and Regier (2012) searched for “my <kinterm>” or the
equivalent. We deviated from their method because in Hindi the first
person possessive determiner is often omitted in such contexts.



Maternal Grandmother
Paternal Grandmother

Maternal Grandfather
Paternal Grandfather

Father
Mother

Mother's younger sister
Mother's older sister
Father's younger sister
Father's older sister
Mother's younger brother
Mother's older brother
Father's younger brother

Father's older brother
Younger sister

Older sister
Younger Brother

Older brother
Daughter

Son
Daughter's daughter
Son's daughter
Daughter's son
Son's son
Younger Sister's daughter
Younger Brother's daughter
Older Sister's daughter
Older Brother's daughter
Younger Sister's son
Younger Brother's son
Older Sister's son
Older Brother's son
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Figure 3: Need probabilities for kin types in Hindi and En-
glish, derived from Hindi and English web-scraped corpora.

words) than in English (654 occurrences of kin terms per mil-
lion words). This confirms the prediction, based on the finer
grain of the Hindi kin terminology, that Hindi usage will ex-
hibit a greater tendency to communicate about kinship gener-
ally, compared to English.

Figure 3 shows the need probability distributions we ob-
tained for Hindi and English. At a general level, it can be seen
that the two distributions over kin types are similar (R2 = .92,
F(1,31) = 352.4, p ≪ .001), in line with the assumption of
culturally shared aspects of need (see also Zaslavsky et al.,
2019; Gao & Regier, 2022). Both need distributions also
display documented patterns, such as the tendency for need
to be higher for near relatives than for distant relatives, and
higher for ascending (older than ego) generations than for de-
scending (younger than ego) generations (Greenberg, 1966;
Kemp & Regier, 2012). At the same time, there are also dif-
ferences between the need probability distributions from the
two languages — in line with the idea that there may also be
culturally-specific aspects of communicative need. In partic-
ular, when compared with English, Hindi exhibits a general
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Figure 4: Communicative costs for English (left) and Hindi
(right) kin naming systems, assessed under each language’s
need distribution. Communicative cost is lower, i.e. commu-
nication is more informative, under native-language need.

pattern of higher need probability for older male relatives on
the father’s side, specifically father, paternal grandfather, and
father’s older brother (Fisher’s exact text comparing counts
for these three kin types vs. all other kin types, in Hindi vs.
English, yielded p = 0.003). This last example potentially
aligns with the fact, noted above, that Hindi has separate kin
terms for the father’s older vs. younger brother. Because the
father’s older brother has relatively high need in Hindi, there
would be substantial communicative cost contributed by con-
fusing him with the father’s younger brother in communica-
tion, as could happen if there were a single term covering
the two kin types. This helps to explain the fact that Hindi
has two separate terms for these kin types, yet no analogous
distinction for the mother’s brothers, where no such clear dif-
ference in need is seen.4

Communicative cost
This apparent partial alignment between cross-language dif-
ferences in naming and cross-language differences in need
suggests that each language’s naming system may be espe-
cially well-suited to the statistics of usage of that language.
Figure 4 confirms that this is the case. This figure shows the
communicative cost C for each language when assessed rel-
ative to its own need distribution (i.e. when z and p in Equa-
tions 1 and 2 are from the same language), and when assessed
relative to the other language’s need distribution (i.e. when z
is from one language and p from the other). It can be seen that
each language exhibits lower communicative cost — that is, is
more informative — under its own need distribution than un-
der the other language’s need distribution. Hindi is substan-
tially more informative than English overall, consistent with
the greater complexity (here, greater number of kin terms,
yielding finer semantic grain, cf. Kemp & Regier, 2012) of
the Hindi naming system. We also calculated the commu-
nicative cost for each language’s naming system under the
various permuted versions (see above, under Procedure) of

4The Hindi term for father’s younger brother is sometimes used
for non-kin, whereas the term for father’s older brother is not. Thus,
the greater frequency for father’s older brother appears despite the
use of father’s younger brother for non-kin as well as kin.



Figure 5: Communicative cost of the Hindi kin naming sys-
tem, assessed under the native Hindi need probability distri-
bution (red line), under permuted variants of that need dis-
tribution (blue histogram in top panel), and under permuted
variants of the English need distribution (blue histogram in
bottom panel). The insets zoom in to show the lower tail of
each distribution. The Hindi naming system exhibits lower
communicative cost when assessed under native Hindi need
than it does when assessed under 99% of the permuted Hindi
need distributions, and under 100% of the permuted English
distributions.

each language’s need distribution. Figures 5 and 6 show that
each language’s naming system exhibits lower communica-
tive cost, and therefore more informative communication, un-
der native-language need than under most permutations of ei-
ther language’s need distribution.5 These findings support the
idea that the kin naming systems of these two languages are
aligned well with the statistics of usage in the two languages.

Discussion
We have shown: (1) that the Hindi and English kin naming
systems differ, (2) that usage statistics concerning kin terms
in the two languages also differ, in a way that could in prin-
ciple explain the naming differences, and (3) that each lan-
guage’s kin naming system is more informative under its own
than under the other language’s need probability distribution,

5We also obtained qualitatively similar results when permuting
need over kin terms rather than over kin types.

Figure 6: Communicative cost of the English kin naming sys-
tem, assessed under the native English need probability dis-
tribution (red line), under permuted variants of that need dis-
tribution (blue histogram in top panel), and under permuted
variants of the Hindi need distribution (blue histogram in
bottom panel). The insets zoom in to show the lower tail
of each distribution. The English naming system exhibits
lower communicative cost when assessed under native En-
glish need than it does when assessed under 97% of the per-
muted English need distributions, and under 93% of the per-
muted Hindi distributions.

and more informative than under many hypothetical need dis-
tributions derived from those two. We take these findings
to support the proposal that systems of semantic categories
may be shaped by culture-specific as well as universal as-
pects of communicative need. These findings and this con-
clusion raise a number of questions, and directions for future
research.

First, there is the question whether these results, based on
just two languages in part of a single semantic domain, will
generalize to more of the kinship domain, to kinship systems
in other languages, and to semantic domains other than kin-
ship. The portion of the kinship domain that we have consid-
ered here, shown above in Figure 2, is the portion considered
in the primary analyses of Kemp and Regier (2012). In sec-
ondary analyses they also considered cousins, which we have
not considered here but which have been a major focus of
cross-language work on kinship. A natural direction for ex-



tension of this work would be to test it against cousins as well.
We have considered only two languages, Hindi and English,
both of them Indo-European. Despite the relatedness of these
two languages, we have found evidence for cultural speci-
ficity of communicative need, but consideration of a larger
and more diverse language sample would help to place our
current results in a broader context. Finally, there is the ques-
tion of other semantic domains. Recent work has made an
argument analogous to ours in another semantic domain, that
of names for household containers in English and Mandarin
(Gao & Regier, 2022), using subjective need probabilities,
and closely related ideas have also been recently explored
(e.g. Gibson et al., 2017; Winter et al., 2018; Twomey et al.,
2021) — but more work is needed to properly assess the gen-
eralizability of these ideas across languages and domains.

Efficiency is generally taken to mean an optimal tradeoff
between simplicity and informativeness – and in this paper
we have treated only informativeness. This allows a tar-
geted analysis, in which simplicity is essentially controlled
for: here we have manipulated only the need probability dis-
tributions, and these affect informativeness (via Equations 1
and 2), and not simplicity, so the simplicity of these systems
is unaffected by our manipulations. A fuller analysis would
be possible in future work, in which the Hindi and English
naming systems are compared to a full space of hypothetical
naming systems, all under varying need distributions.

That prospect in turn leads to an observation. Discussions
of efficient communication naturally evoke an optimization
process of some sort by which communicative systems be-
come efficient. Given this, it is natural to imagine a space
of possible systems like that shown in Figure 1, and to imag-
ine a system’s evolution as involving a trajectory within that
space, heading toward greater efficiency or remaining near ef-
ficiency (e.g. Kemp et al., 2018, p. 113, Figure 3C; Zaslavsky

et al., 2022). However, in some circumstances this notion
may be incomplete. Specifically, if a system evolves under
circumstances of a changing need distribution – e.g. to re-
flect ongoing social or cultural changes (e.g. Malt et al., 1999)
– that change in need would affect the informativeness, and
therefore the positions, of all systems in the space, meaning
that the optimization would take place over a shifting rather
than static landscape.

Another question raised by the prospect of a broader anal-
ysis concerns the nature of informativeness itself. Here we
have assumed, following the work on which we build (Kemp
& Regier, 2012), that the informational goal of communica-
tion about kin is to convey a kin type in a family tree. This
is certainly an important sort of information conveyed by kin
terms – but there are also other sorts, such as the social fea-
tures and social roles commonly associated with specific kin
types – features such as kindliness, trustworthiness, authority,
and the like – i.e. the social and cultural content, and not just
the identity, of that kin type. These are beyond the scope of
the analysis we have presented here, but seem relevant to a
more general analysis of communication about kin.

Finally, more work is needed to directly probe an idea
briefly alluded to in our introduction. It has been claimed that
aspects of kin terminologies correlate with characteristics of
local social structure (e.g. Murdock, 1949, but see Guillon &
Mace, 2016; Passmore & Jordan, 2020), and we have spec-
ulated that that when such correlations do occur, they may
be mediated by culture-specific communicative need. The re-
sults we have presented here seem broadly consistent with
that idea, but it is also possible that such correlations, when
they exist, are undergirded by more than simple frequency of
mention, e.g. by the perceived similarity of the social roles
canonically associated with specific kin types in a given cul-
ture. Better understanding such mediating variable(s) is a nat-
ural goal for future research.
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